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Computer-aided instruction is designed to supplement the learning process.
Many foreign language courses have not been exposed to the dynamics of
computer-aided instruction as an additional tool in the teaching and learning
processes. The study of the Japanese language will soon be growing in schools across
America. The software designed by this study is a computer-aided instructional tool
created to assist in the teaching of the Japanese language equivalent for the Arabic
numbers one through ten. The Learning Japanese software created by the study
teaches the user the correct stroke orders, romanization, pronunciation, and Arabic
equivalent for each character.
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Classrooms have become infiltrated with computer technology, expanding the
boundary of the learning process. Computer technology is redefining the American
educational system and computers have become a vital part of enhancing educational
curriculums. Computer-aided instruction is designed to supplement the learning
process. Much software is available in subjects such as mathematics, science,
reading, and writing. However, many foreign language courses have not been
exposed to the dynamics of computer-aided instruction as an additional tool in the
teaching and learning processes. More specifically, the study of the Japanese
language receives little attention as a course elective in the United States and even
lesser attention in computer-aided instruction. Japan has become such a major
competitor in industry and education that President Bush has projected by the year
2000, the Japanese language will be an integral part of American society. A survey
by The Wall Street Journal showed that 100% of Japanese high-school graduates
have at least six years of English, as compared to .02% of American high-school
students who have studied three years of Japanese.^ To prepare students for the
changes of the coming century, the American educational system will have to offer
Japanese as a foreign language elective.
^DeVenuta, Karen, (1990, February 9). Education Openers. Wall Street Journal. R5.
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Taking these factors into account, this study is designed to create a software
package to assist in the learning of the Japanese language. The focus of the study
is on the Japanese character equivalents for the Arabic numbers one through ten.
According to the reference manuals used to support this study, a Japanese child will
learn approximately eighty characters during his first year in school, the first ten
being the characters one through ten.^ The proficiency to learn a foreign language
is directly associated with the frequency with which it is used. The drill and
reinforcement of learning of the Japanese language can be made fun with
computer-aided instruction as an option.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to design computer-aided software to assist in the
instruction of the Japanese numbers one through ten. The lesson teaches the
Japanese character equivalents for the Arabic numbers one through ten. The
software is designed to introduce the user to the Japanese characters, the correct
stroke order for creating the characters, the romanization, a pronunciation
representation, and the Arabic number equivalent of each character.
^A Guide to Reading and Writing Japanese (Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle, 1983), 14.
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Significance
The importance of this study exists in the scopes of education, foreign
languages studies, and the impact that computer instruction can play in the
development of learning skills in foreign languages. The inspiration for the study
came in lieu of working with the Atlanta Public School system. At the time of this
study, only one school in the Atlanta Public School system offered a Japanese
language course. Students who enrolled in the class received no credit, and learned
via satellite connection. Their learning did not encompass creating the characters
according to correct stroke order. The release of the software designed by this study
should begin paving the way for the development of more software to promote
computer-aided instruction in foreign language areas, particularly that of the
Japanese language.
Scope and Limitations
The study is designed to assist the instruction of the Japanese numbers one
through ten by computerized instruction. It is limited to the numbers one through
ten, for they are the base of the numeric system. With a comprehension of the
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numbers one through ten, the user can further expand learning to the numbers one









A programming limitation placed upon the study was the on-line testing of the
user's ability to create characters according to correct stroke order. The on-line tests
which accompany the software package tests the user on the samples of behavior
listed in the Teaching Plan (Appendix B). The eight samples of behavior are listed
below:
1. Identify the romanization of each character,
2. Select the correct phonetic representation of each character.
3. Select correct stroke order for each character,
4. Match the romanization of each character with its numeric representation.
5. Match each character with its numeric representation.
^Kimiko, Naikajima and John Young, Learn Japanese: College Text Volume 1.
(Honolulu, Hawaii: East-West Center, 1974), 167.
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6. Identify the correct number of strokes for each character.
7. Distinguish between correct and incorrect stroke order in constructing
characters.
8. Produce each character according to correct stroke order.
Objectives one through seven are tested online, however, objective eight which tests
the creation of characters according to correct stroke order, is a manual test which
is included in the test item bank (Appendix D).
Methodology
The following steps were taken to accomplish the purpose of this study:
1. Review of Literature; A review of literature related to computer-aided instruction
of foreign languages.
2. Design Considerations: This study produced software designed by use of an
authoring software package and interactive programs written in Turbo C. Several
packages were evaluated to determine which would be most viable for the study.
IBM Storyboard software version 2.00 is the software chosen to use as the
programming tool.
II. Review of Literature
Computer-aided instruction (CAI) in the foreign languages has been very
diverse and available mostly at the university level. CAI courses have been offered
at Stanford University in the languages of Russian, Slavic, Armenian, French,
German and Mandarin. The purpose of the computer in these courses is primarily
teaching vocabulary items and grammatical constructions.^ The computer is an
extended learning tool, meant to complement and support instruction by the teacher.
The computers' role in reviewing material is that of a tutor who assesses a students'
performance and, when necessary, directs him to review covered material.^
However, from earlier work in computer assisted language instructions. Van Campen
indicates that this approach to the teaching of foreign languages can successfully
replace regular classroom instruction even when the skills to be acquired by the
students include the comprehension and production of oral speech.^
’Joseph Van Campen, "A Computer-Assisted Course in Russian," Universitv-Level
Computer-Assisted Instruction at Stanford (1981): 621.
^Ibid.
^Joseph Van Campen, "A Computer-Assisted Introduction to the Morphology ofOld




There are a number of ways in which digital computers can be used to
generate various types of drills that might be utilized by language teachers to
supplement other forms of instruction.'* Most CAI software in the foreign languages
focuses on three types of drills: vocabulary drills, inflectional drills, and pattern
drills.^
Vocabulary drills fall into two groups - dictation drills and production drills.^
Dictation drills can be implemented only on systems possessing an audio capability,
while production drills require no audio. In dictation drills, the stimuli (vocabulary)
are individually recorded target language vocabulary items, which are played twice
in succession. The student then types in each item after it is played a second time.
If the response is incorrect a wrong answer message is displayed followed by the
correct answer. Vocabulary production drills require the student to type the target
language vocabulary item corresponding to a given English word or phrase. The
English items corresponding to a given lesson or list are displayed in random order.’
"The computer-based generation of inflectional paradigms was successfully
implemented some two decades ago in connection with research on mechanical
^Joseph Van Campen, "Computer-Generated Drills in Second-Language Instruction,"





translation."* "Inflectional drills employ usable entries and reasonable simple coding
which can be established for any and all of the vocabulary items recognized by the
student, and each of discrete forms each of which can be produced or recognized by
students who have reached or passed the appropriate point in the course material."^
Inflectional drills can be based on form designations.
In some language courses information on inflection may involve
reference to sets of forms through the use of various metalinguistic
terms, formulated either in the base language or more rarely, in the
target language. If this is true, it is possible, in the case of any given
vocabulary item, to drill the student on the relationship between the
designations and the forms themselves. This may occur in at least two
ways: Either the computer can provide the students with designations
for which they are to provide the appropriate form or forms or the
computer can provide forms for which the students are to provide the
appropriate designations.^®
The first shall be referred to as designations stimulus and the latter as form stimulus.
"To produce a designation-stimulus drill in which the stimuli corresponding
to any vocabulary item is presented to the student in an apparently random order,
one need only
1. assemble in a buffer reserved for this purpose the integers
corresponding to those forms of the given item with which the student
is supposedly familiar.
2. employ a random number generator to select one of the integers in
question and place it in an index register.






4. type out the former and check out the student's response against the
later; and,
5. repeat one thoroughly until no more integers remain in the buffer."^^
These drills allow the students to spend most of their time responding instead
of reading stimuli, or waiting for them to be generated.^^ The varied order in which
the designations are presented forces the student to be reasonably attentive and
reduces boredom. It is also possible to store sets of ready made drills on a disk file.
Using the material stored on a file will spare the student of delays which accompany
on-line drills.^^
Form stimulus drills entail certain complications such as, the student, not the
computer, is responsible for typing designations. Since many language courses utilize
only designations formulated in the base language, these drills may involve either:
1. the acquisition of additional target-language vocabulary by the student,
2. the production by the student of base language designations, or
3. the representation of designations by symbols other than base or
target-language strings, for example, by numeric characters.^"*
Inflectional drills not based on form designations, or completion drills, do not involve
form designations of neither the stimulus or the response. "Completion drills can
provide the student with a wide variety of stimuli and force him to utilize his







Pattern drills differ from the others in that they focus on a given type of
phrase or construction rather than on individual vocabulary items.^^ The
relationship between the stimulus and response in the pattern drills displays a
flexibility limited only by the student's ability to discern the desired response type
either on the basis of the model presented to him by the computer or from
corrections to his first few response attempts. Thus, one and the same type of stimuli
may be employed in the pattern drills calling for different types of responses while
a given type of response can be prompted by a wide variety of stimuli types.^^
CAI Impact on Learning
The effect of a CAI course in the Russian Literary language produced
favorable response from the students. "There were usually some preliminary
complaints, but the students whether they had had previous experience with
programmed instruction or not, became more at ease with the system, the lessons,
and the linquistically oriented subject matter."^® The general concensus was that
the programmed portions of the course were quite helpful. Student complaints had
to dowith various subjects - frustration from dealing with a pre-programmedmachine
instead of with a presumably more flexible human being was perhaps the most
i%id.
’^Ibid.
’^Richard Schupbach, "CAI For a Course In the History of the Russian Literary
Language," University-Level Computer-Aided Instruction at Stanford (1981): 661.
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important.^’ A quiz was included at the end of every lesson to help maintain the
students' full attention throughout the lesson. The students emerged strongest with
respect to the CAI-lecture combination and were obviously strong in areas covered
by CAI alone.
Summary
The review of literature indicates that software which has been developed for
computer-aided instruction in foreign languages provides instruction in three primary
areas: vocabulary, form, and inflectional drills. When applied in course settings, the
software proved to be an enhancement to the teaching and learning processes.
However, studies conducted to show empirical results of effectiveness of
computer-aided instruction are few.
’’Ibid.
in. Methods and Procedures
The Japanese lesson consists of two modules: a tutorial module and a test
module. IBM Storyboard Plus software, version 2.00, was chosen as the authoring
software for both modules. The specific methods and procedures used to create the
modules will be further outlined here.
Documentation
The user documentation gives a complete profile and overview of the software
(Appendix A). It details the hardware requirements, method of installation, and
program flow for the user. The main menu of the lesson. Figure 1, is an interface
program written in the C programming language. The menu interface program
interacts with the programs of the software as a proctor, to guide the user through
the modules. It allows the user three options: 1) to begin the tutorial, 2) to take
the on-line test(s), 3) to exit the program.
If the user selects option 1 - Tutorial, the lesson of the numbers 1-10 will
begin. A sub-menu will allow the student the option of beginning the lesson from
any number, reviewing instructions, or exiting the lesson. If the user selects option
2 -Test, he is prompted to enter his name, and the test begins. There are five on-line
12
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tests, each consisting of twenty-five questions. If the user selects option 3 - Exit, the






Figure 1. Main Menu
Tutorial Module
The tutorial module is the instructional segment of the program. This module
implements the instructional and behavioral objectives of the software, as outlined
in the Teaching Plan. The tutorial begins with an introductory screen emphasizing
the instructional objective of the program, which is, for each user to know the
Japanese characters and their correct stroke orders for the Arabic numbers one
through ten. A menu of options follows the introduction and allows the user to
review the instructions, begin the lesson, or return to the main menu. The
instructions inform the user of the screen layout, and keystrokes for moving through
the tutorial.
The lesson pattern is structured the same for each number. There are three
screens: a cover screen, a learning screen, and a review screen. The cover screen.
Figure 2, precedes the learning screen for each number. It presents the
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romanization, arabic representation, the character, and a pronunciation
representation for the character. The voice capabilities of the cover screen can be
implemented on computer systems having an IBM speech adapter. This allows the
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Figure 2. Cover Screen
The learning screen. Figure 3, emphasizes the romanization and arabic
representation of each number. It also indicates the number of strokes used to
create each character. The stroke order sequence of each character is presented in
boxes, with a number in the upper corner of each box indicating the correct stroke
order. After the character has been drawn using the correct stroke order, the
completed character is displayed. The learning screen also incorporates voice on















Figure 3. Learning Screen
A review screen, Figure 4, follows each learning screen to further emphasize
the romanization, pronunciation representation, and arabic representation of each
character. Each review begins with the first number and ends with the character of
the most recent learning screen.
Upon completion of the lesson, users should be able to recognize and create
the Japanese characters one through ten according to correct stroke order.
Additionally, users should know the romanization and pronunciation of the characters
and be able to associate each character with its equivalent Arabic number.
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Figure 4. Review Screen
The design of the tutorial module began with the writing of the Japanese
characters. The computer hardware used in designing the tutorial was a COMPAQ
SLT/286 portable computer with external monitor and keyboard. The computer has
a hard disk drive with 20 Meg ofmemory, 2 meg of random access memory (RAM),
and a 3.5 inch floppy disk drive. The IBM Storyboard software was loaded and
accessed from the hard drive of the computer. Other computer systems used in the
design process will be mentioned where applicable.
Storyboard software offers the user a variety of options to be used as input
devices. It was not possible to create the characters correctly by using a mouse,
therefore the Hitachi digitizer pad, which comes with a mouse and a pen as input
devices, was used. By using the pen, the keystrokes were properly created in the
Picture Maker section of Storyboard.
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A Guide to Reading and Writing Japanese is used as a reference to creating
the Japanese characters. It clearly outlines the number of strokes and correct stroke
order used when creating Japanese characters.
Picture Maker allows the user to create and modify pictures created in
Storyboard. It offers various color patterns to paint pictures, bar and line graphs,
and the use of different input devices to create free-form figures.^ A total of forty-
two display picture files are used in the tutorial module.
Once the characters are created and saved to a diskette, maintenance and
completion of display is performed using the mouse. Maintenance entailed choosing
screen colors, creating text screens, and adding text and graphics to the character
screens.
Resolution of the display screens is done in Color Graphics Adapter (CGA)
mode, 320 X 200, which allows four colors. This resolution is chosen because it is
the lowest resolution and can be used on any computer with a display of greater
resolution. If a greater resolution mode is chosen, the program will be inoperable
in the lower resolution modes.
When all of the display picture files are completed, they are linked together
in a program with Story Editor. Story Editor allows the operator to display pictures
made previously in the Picture Maker mode and sequence those pictures into stories
’IBM Storyboard Plus Version 2, International Business Machines Corporation,
Armont, N.Y.
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using special dissolve techniques both between and within pictures.^ The resolution
of the stoiy is also CGA mode 320 X 200, to remain consistent with the display
pictures and for reasons previously detailed. Each display picture is linked into the
program a line at a time with much consideration being given to direction and
dissolve method for each program line.
Voice files are incorporated into the program after the body of the tutorial
module is completed. From the Story Editor file menu, the record voice option is
chosen. To use record voice, the computer must have an IBM speech adapter card.
The voice files are recorded on an IBM Model 25 PS/2 computer, which meets the
previously stated requirements. After the voice files are created and saved to a
diskette, they are incorporated into the story. A total of forty voice files are utilized
in the tutorial.
The completed tutorial module uses a total of ninety-four files and has two
hundred eighty-eight story lines of code. The tutorial is run using the st.exe file from
Storyboard which allows the program to run independently of other Storyboard files
and on any computer system. The tutorial module allocates space on one 720K 3.5
inch diskette formatted with DOS 3.30 or greater. The tutorial module can be
executed on a computer system with two disk drives or a hard disk.
Test Module
There are five on-line tests, each consisting of twenty-five questions. Each test
covers the samples of behavior objectives one through seven, outlined in the
2lbid.
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Teaching Plan. A test item bank of 110 questions and a manual test of 10 items is
made to conform with the samples of behavior listed in the Teaching Plan. The
on-line tests are made up of the questions composed in the 110 question test item
bank. Once a user has entered the test, he must complete all questions to exit. His
performance is scored upon completion of the test, and responses are stored in a
data file. Objective eight of the Teaching Plan is a manual test to review the users'
ability to create the characters according to correct stroke order. The tests are
randomly selected for the user by an interactive C program. The questions of the
tests never change, because they are linked together in Story Editor to form the on¬
line test module. The questions were designed as display picture files in Picture
Maker of the Storyboard software in CGA mode, 320 X 200, resolution. The /INT
(interrupt) command in Storyboard is used to access a DOS-resident .COM program
through a specified software interrupt.^ The interrupt used is 60H, an interrupt
reserved for user definition of device drivers, and was accessed by a resident
program written in the C program language. The resident program captures and
saves the test responses selected by the user and compares them to a data string
composed of the correct answers. The program then outputs the number of correct
and incorrect responses given by the user along with a raw score for the test. The
resident program must be loaded before the test program. The interrupt command
captures and saves the responses through the resident progam, then returns control
^Ibid.
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back to the next line of the test module. The user is completely unaware of the
resident program, as it does not interfere with the operation of the test.
Once the test is begun, it continues until all twenty-five questions are
answered. An incorrect response to a question will produce a review screen showing
the user the response that was selected and also indicating the correct response. The
resident program scores the responses and displays to the user the number of
questions answered correctly and incorrectly along with a raw score of the test. Each
users' responses are captured and stored in a temporary buffer file data.fil. A new
data.fil file is created each time a user takes a test, and the old data file is deleted.
The data stored in the data.fil file is copied into a permanent buffer file data2.fil.
This file retains the user's name, responses, date and time of the test, score, and the
number of the randomly selected test.
The tests which are randomly selected by the computer, will cycle through all
five tests and then begin a new cycle. When the tests are run from a floppy disk,
the data.fil and data2.fil files are stored on the diskette from which the test was run.
Each test contains a variety of multiple choice, true/false and choice questions.
The total number of files used in the test programs vary due to the different
format of test questions. Each test resides on 720K 3.5 inch diskette formatted with
DOS 3.30 or greater. The tests may also be loaded into a subdirectory allocated for
the Japanese software on a computer system with a hard disk.
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Summary
The methods and procedures outlined in this chapter were utilized in the
creation of the Learning Japanese software package created as a result of this study.
It took several months to develop the foundation of the software package. The
intrinsic maintenance and design specifications of the finished product are the result
of diligent testing, quality control and numerous changes to the earlier creation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
The primary purpose of this study was to design and create a computer-aided
instruction package which would teach the user the Japanese character equivalent for
the Arabic numbers one through ten. The software would further teach the correct
stroke order, the romanization, and pronunciation of each character.
The software was created at a time when few, if any, schools were utilizing
computer-aided instruction in the study of the Japanese language as a foreign
language.
The software package Learning Japanese Numbers 1-10 created as a result of
this study accomplishes all of the preliminary objectives of the study and many more.
Recommendations
Suggested recommendations stemming from the conclusions of this study, are
presented as development alternatives for the enhancement of the program. A study
using a control group and an experimental group of students in junior high or high
school should be conducted to evaluate the validity of the learning process projected
as a part of the study. Data should be gathered on the performance of each student
and the variables compared for each group.
As a further extension to promote a course package in teaching the Japanese
language, software should be designed to teach the Hiragana and Katakana symbols
of the Japanese language. Hiragana and Katakana are the basis of the Japanese
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language, from which all words, characters and phrases are composed. This
software should also be tested in schools. An interesting aside to the study would be
to experiment with the software at elementary grade levels and follow the










Japanese characters are created by a series of keystrokes. The Learning Japanese
Lesson is designed to teach students the Japanese character equivalent for the arabic
numbers one through ten. It will help students learn the correct stroke order,
romanization, and pronunciation of each character.
Upon completion of the lesson, students should be able to recognize and create the
characters 1-10 according to correct stroke order. Additionally, students should know
the romanization and pronunciation of the characters and be able to associate each
character with its equivalent arabic number.
The lesson also has an on-line test that allows a student to test his comprehension
of the subject matter, and return to the tutorial lesson if more work is needed.
The Learning Japanese software was designed using IBM Storyboard Plus authoring
software, version 2.00, and interactive C programs.
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Hardware Requirements
The Learning Japanese Lesson is suitable for any IBM PC or compatible computer.
The program is equipped with audio capabilities. To utilize the sound, your
computer must have an IBM Speech Adapter installed. The program can be run
with or without the sound. A color display monitor will further enhance the visibility
of the program by allowing the screens to be displayed in color.
Loading the Software
Hard Disk Installation:
The steps needed to load the software on a hard disk are:
1) At the DOS prompt, type:
MD C:JPN
2) Insert the first program diskette in drive a: and type:
COPY A:*.* C:JPN
repeat step 2 for the second diskette.
3) After the software has been loaded, type:
CD\JPN
at the DOS prompt. This will take you to the directory where the program
files are stored.
At the prompt, type: JPN, to access the main menu.
Double Disk Drive Operation:
The steps needed to run the software from two disk drives are:
1) At the DOS prompt, place the diskette labeled Tutorial A in the A disk
drive, and the diskette labeled Tutorial B in the B disk drive.
At the prompt, type : JPN, to access the main menu. After completing the tutorial,




The main menu of the program allows the user three options.
1) To begin the tutorial.
2) To take the on-line test.
3) To exit the program.
(See Figure 1.)
If the student selects option 1 - Tutorial, the lesson of the numbers 1-10 will begin.
A sub-menu will allow the student the options of beginning the lesson from any
number, reviewing instructions, or exiting the lesson.
If the student selects option 2 - Test, he is prompted to enter his name, and the test
begins.
There are five on-line tests, each consisting of twenty-five questions. Each test covers
the samples of behavior objectives 1-7, outlined in the Teaching Plan. The on-line
tests are made up of the questions composed in the test item bank. Once a student
has entered the test, he must complete all questions to exit. His performance is
scored upon completion of the test, and responses are stored in a data file.
Objective eight of the Teaching Plan is a manual test (located in the test item bank)
to review the students' ability to create the characters according to correct stroke
order.






Figure 1. Main Menu
Cover Screen
A cover screen precedes the learning screen for each number. It presents the
romanization, arabic representation, the character, and a pronunciation









PRONOUNCED SAUNAS IN SAUNA
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Figiue 2. Cover Screen
Learning Screen
A learning screen accompanies each number. This screen emphasizes the
romanization and arabic representation of the number. It also indicates the number
of strokes used to create each character. The stroke order sequence of each
character is presented in boxes, with a number in the upper corner of each box
indicating the correct stroke order. After the character has been drawn using the
correct stroke order, the completed character is displayed. (See Figure 3.)
Romanization ►
ArabicEquivalent ►










N-Menu Enter-Conti rue Q-Quit
Figure 3. Learning Screen
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Review Screen
A review screen follows each learning screen to further emphasize the romanization,
pronunciation representation, and arabic representation of each character. Each
review begins with the first number and ends with the character of the most recent
learning screen. (See Figure 4.)
REVIEW
CHAR. ROMANIZATION PRONUN. NUMBER




Figure 4. Review Saecn
APPENDIX B
TEACHING PLAN
LESSON TITLE; Learning Japanese Numbers 1-10
TEACHING METHOD: Computer Aided Instruction
REFERENCES: Japanese for Travellers. (1988). Hungary: Berlitz.
A Guide to Reading and Writing Japanese. (1988).
Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle Company.
PARTIA
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:
The objective of this lesson is for each student to KNOW the Japanese characters
and their correct stroke orders for the Arabic numbers one through ten (1-10).
SAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR:1.(K) Identify the romanization of each character.2.(K) Select the correct phonetic representation of each character.3.(K) Select correct stroke order for each character.4.(K) Match the romanization of each character with its numeric
representation.5.(K) Match each character with its numberic representation.6.(K) Identify the correct number of strokes for each character.7.(C) Distinguish between correct and incorrect stroke order in constructing
characters.8.(A) Produce each character according to correct stroke order.
**Parentheses indicate levels of learning (i.e., (K) Knowledge, (C) Comprehension,
(A) Analysis) according to Bloom's Taxonomy.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:
IBM or Compatible Microcomputer with DOS and two disk drives. The computer
system must contain an IBM Speech Adapter to accommodate voice.
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INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 60 minutes
STUDENT EVALUATION:
Students will be evaluated by an on-line testing program, and a manual test to
evaluate keystroke performance.
SUMMARY:
Japanese characters are created by a series of keystrokes. The lesson is designed to
teach students the Japanese character equivalent for the Arabic numbers one through
ten. It will help students learn the stroke order, romanization, and pronunciation of
each character.
Upon completion of the lesson, students should be able to recognize and create the
characters 1-10 according to correct stroke order. Additionally, students should know
the romanization and pronunciation of the characters and be able to match each





































D) go2.Which word represents a correct














5. Roku is the number DsiN, or 2>tive.






7. represents 1) tive, or 2>siK.
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10. T F The character ku is created with
four keystrokes.
3711.T F Itchy is a correct pronunciation


























16. Ichi is created with Done, or 2>two
keystrokes.
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18. represents Dnine^ or 2)5even.






20. represents Dtwo, or 2)ten.






22. Which word represents a correct


























MANUAL TEST FOR OBJECTIVE EIGHT
Name: Date:
Instructions: Create each character according to correct stroke order, and showing
the sequence of each stroke.
1. SHICHI 6. ICHI
2. NI 7. GO
3. KU 8. HACHI
4. SHI 9. ROKU
5. JU 10. SAN
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